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Chapter 3
Settlement Dynamics, Climate Change, and Human Response at Xcoch in the Puuc
Region of Yucatán, Mexico
Michael P. Smyth, David Ortegón Zapata, Nicholas P. Dunning, and Eric M. Weaver

Theoretical models for northern Maya development in the
Formative period have been based largely on ceramics to
propose in-migrations of ceramic-making farming peoples
from the Petén and Chiapas (Andrews 1990, 2003) or
emulation of ceramic traditions by already existing
populations (Stanton 2000). How data from the Puuc
region relate to these competing scenarios and the nature of
hydraulic systems and patterns of cyclical drought is now
being investigated. Through such exploratory research,
we hope to shed new light on the processes of Puuc
development and the cultural-environmental interplay that
contributed to the rise of early complex societies in the
northern Maya lowlands.

the Caribbean Basin (e.g., Haug et al. 2003; Hodell et al.
2001; Moyes et al. 2009; Webster et al. 2007), one series
of drought cycles may have occurred near the end of the
Formative around the second century A.D., or about the
same time that massive efforts were made at Xcoch for
rainwater capture in the form of hydraulic systems such
as aguadas (water ponds), massive catchment surfaces,
drainage canals, and chultuns (underground water cisterns;
see chapter by Dunning and colleagues in this volume
for further discussion of water management at Xcoch).
Excavations show that these efforts may have been in vain,
because stratigraphic evidence for a hiatus in occupation
associated with the end of the Formative indicates that
many site areas were abandoned at this time.

A program of multidisciplinary research at the Maya center
of Xcoch in the Puuc region of Yucatán, Mexico began
in 2006 and remains ongoing. This work has focused on
determining if the site had significant occupation during
the Formative, the size and density of settlement through
Late Classic times, and the investigation of a deep water
cave below the monumental center as well as numerous
water control features distributed across the settlement.
In 2009, the project initiated a study designed to begin
reconstructing climate change and the human responses
over the past 3,000 years, especially emphasizing the
phenomena associated with so-called Classic Maya
collapse (A.D. 800-900). This period is especially relevant
to global climate researchers because it coincides with the
Medieval Warm Period (A.D. 800-1300), when climatic
conditions enabled Norse peoples to explore and colonize
the North Atlantic Islands and reach the shores of America
(Dugmore et al. 2007; McGovern et al. 2007). How climate
change affected processes of cultural development and
decline in the Maya lowlands has the potential to inform
us today regarding the far-reaching cultural-environmental
impact of global climate change.

Near the end of the Early Classic (ca. A.D. 500), Xcoch
was reoccupied and settlement slowly began to build in
a crescendo-like fashion to reach a maximum in the Late
Classic. However, there is again evidence for another series
of drought cycles (Hodell et al. 2001; Medina-Elizade et
al. 2010; Wahl et al. 2007; Webster et al. 2007) that may
have pressured the people at Xcoch to intensify water
management by resurrecting and expanding old water
control systems or by constructing new ones for capturing
rainwater. Evidently, these efforts were again insufficient
because the site shows settlement abandonment, perhaps
abruptly, by the Terminal Classic (ca. A.D. 800). Though
clearly suggestive, previous climate change data in the
Yucatán has been far too course-grained and non-site
specific for rigorous cultural interpretation. Much more
localized and comprehensive paleoclimate and settlement
data are required to properly assess the relationships
between drought cycles and human responses at Xcoch
and the Puuc region.
In this chapter we report on the results of settlement
pattern research, including surface collection survey and
architectural mapping, and a program of test excavation,
ceramic analysis, and radiocarbon dating through 2010.
A companion chapter (Dunning et al., this volume)
discusses water management practices at Xcoch and
other Puuc sites as well as related investigations carried
out in the Xcoch cave. These studies indicate that the site
of Xcoch and vicinity were occupied at the beginning of
Maya settlement in northern Yucatán and that the Puuc
region was affected in the past by numerous drought
cycles that had significant implications for human
adaptation and culture process.

Early results show that Xcoch was indeed a large
Prehispanic Maya center distinguished by a long
occupation dating back to the Middle Formative (ca. 800400 B.C.) and peaking in the Late Classic (A.D. 600-800)
before general abandonment of the site, though the deep
water cave continued to be visited up until modern times.
Contextual and chronometrical archaeological data so
far suggest that there were at least two periods of intense
construction activity that correspond to contemporaneous
episodes of cyclical drought. Based on climatic data from
Lake Chichencanab, Yucatán, Belize, and elsewhere in
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Figure 3.1: Site map of Xcoch showing architectural groups and the locations of test excavation operations
(numbered) covering area of about one square kilometer.
Xcoch, most architectural features were mapped at a scale
to 1:200. The site-scale survey is anchored to a base line
datum at N5000 E5000 near where the municipal border
(mensura) runs east-west separating the municipal lands
of Santa Elena from Ticul. From this starting point, main
north-south brechas (trails) were opened to N6000 and
south to N4700. The survey has reached west to E4600
and to east to E5400 between N5400 and N4800. With the
aid of a total-station EDM (Electronic Distance Measuring
Theodolite) and GPS receiver, main-line brechas northsouth were opened each 100 m with 3-x-3 m collection
units placed every 25 m.

Settlement Survey and Surface Collections
Surface collection survey was initiated at Xcoch in 2006
and continued in 2009 and 2010. Site-scale systematic
interval sampling of the surface landscape was a major
component of field research completed at the sites of Sayil
and Chac II approximately 20 km south of Xcoch. The
purpose of this work was to document urban phenomenon
and investigate human adaptations in the challenging
tropical environment of the Puuc Hills.
The Xcoch Project has surface collected an area of about
100 ha radiating out from the site center of Xcoch (Figure
3.1). The surface survey was composed of 869 3-x-3 m
units spaced at intervals of 25 m. Within the central area of

Significant architectural and ceramic surface remains
were found throughout the area around the central groups
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six square kilometers, though this projection may be
conservative because satellite imagery suggests that there
are substantial structures beyond the current northern and
eastern survey limits. The survey indicates that settlement
is continuous to the north and could include another
aguada 1.5 km to the northeast (Dunning 1992). Xcoch
extends one kilometer to the west where a shallow aguada
was identified in 2010 and more than one kilometer to the
east because there is no evidence of any settlement dropoff beyond the preliminary reconnaissance. This same kind
of settlement pattern continues to the south indicating that
Xcoch extends another two kilometers in this direction.
In fact, numerous habitation structures were located in
2010 within the newly cleared municipal parcels 2.3 km
southeast of the Great Pyramid, which is clearly visible in
the distance. Therefore, several more seasons of surface
collection and settlement mapping survey are required to
completely document the site.

Figure 3.2: Photo of the north face of megalithic
Great Pyramid at Xcoch during clearing operations in
2010.

Architectural Mapping and Site Description

at Xcoch, including the dense settlement zone known as
the Elite District east of the Great Pyramid and Grand
Platform. Three groups south of the Gruta Xcoch and three
groups to the west, including massive habitation platforms,
an immense aguada (La Gondola), and the Chac-Na group
were also found. Though the exact settlement limits of
Xcoch have not been determined, there is evidence for
settlement radiating outwards in all directions more than
one kilometer, including pyramid groups, aguada features,
and causeways both long and short.

The site of Xcoch is most well-known for its deep water
cave, a tall megalithic pyramid (Figure 3.2), and a giant
platform covering about one hectare that together stand
more than 42 m above the ground surface. The survey work
in 2006 revealed that the Great Pyramid is the highest point
of a massive multi-level acropolis incorporating at least
seven architectural groups covering more than ten hectares,
representing one of the largest architecturally integrated
constructions in the Puuc region (Figure 3.1). Much of
the acropolis is constructed in the early megalithic style,
characterized by large shaped boulders with abundant
chinking stones, and believed to be an indicator of
Formative to Early Classic occupation. On the south side
of the Grand Platform leading to the Great Pyramid are
two megalithic staircases with treads and risers measuring
up to two meters in length. The central megalithic staircase
is virtually identical to one recently consolidated at
Xocnaceh, a relatively small site approximately 20 km
to the east of Xcoch centered by an enormous Formative
platform (Bey 2006; Gallareta Negrón and Ringle 2004;
Stanton and Gallareta 2002). Atop the megalithic staircase
at Xcoch are three stone buildings, one or more showing
the remains of early-style vaulted roofs. The Great Pyramid
of Xcoch towers over the north end of the Grand Platform.
Lower sections of this enormous terraced pyramid show
megalithic characteristics, but the uppermost reaches are
clearly formed by multiple Classic period constructions,
now badly fallen.

The name ‘Cave Pyramid’ was given to a prominent
pyramid temple that sits immediately adjacent to the
sinkhole (Xcoch Grotto) in which the entrance to Xcoch
cave is located (Figure 3.1). The Cave Pyramid sits on
the southwest edge of Xcoch Plaza, the apparent central
point of the ancient community. There are at least two
causeways that converge near the pyramid to the west
and southeast. The southeast causeway travels almost one
kilometer before arriving at a natural hill that supports
three structures forming a triadic-like group placed upon
an expansive leveling platform: two pyramids of the
megalithic style without vaulted summit buildings and a
vaulted range structure to the east. Less than one kilometer
to the south of this group are two aguadas (one is ‘Xcoch
South Aguada 1’ and the other is a deep depression over
which a paved farm road passes) within the mechanized
parcels of the municipality of Santa Elena. From previous
reconnaissance, we know that there are other pyramid
groups and substantial settlement one kilometer to the
east of the Great Pyramid, other groups with substantial
architecture in the intermediate zone, and habitation
structures to the southeast. Eight hundred meters north
of the Great Pyramid are numerous settlement groups
including a number with pyramids at least one (Old
Pyramid Group below) of which is dated to the Formative.

In 2006 and 2009-2010, nearly 50 architectonic groups and
topography were mapped intensively at a scale of 1:200
using an EDM transit, compass and tape, and GPS receiver
(Figure 3.1). Additionally, the remains of numerous other
settlement groups also were located during reconnaissance
surveys. Overall, the site is composed of many features,
including platforms and multiple room buildings, >15
pyramids (5-30 m in height), the Great Acropolis, many
adjacent plazas, and a causeway connecting the Acropolis
to a hilltop pyramid group almost one kilometer to

Clearly, settlement at Xcoch is much more dense and
extensive than originally anticipated when the project
began. It is now estimated that Xcoch may cover up to
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Of all mapped groups, the largest architectural complexes
are closely linked with the Great Acropolis. The ‘Elite
District’ is a settlement zone covering six hectares located
to the east of the central Xcoch and contains numerous
platforms, vaulted buildings, foundations for perishable
houses (foundation braces), plazuelas, and at least four
pyramid platforms. In the western part of this district (N5100
E5200 and N5200 E5200) is the ‘Residential Group’, a
high platform surrounded by foundation braces and a small
central platform with a small altar to the south and a short
plain stela to the north. To the southeast of this group is a
multi-room, L-shaped vaulted building with a four-column
entrance and a linear pyramid platform highlighted by a
single-room temple structure at the summit and two lower
structures to the east. To the south of the linear pyramid
platform are two chultuns within a plazuela. A 10 m tall
pyramid somewhat rounded in appearance is nearby where
2010 test excavations show that both the pyramid and the
associated plaza were originally Formative constructions.
To the northwest is a plaza with two, four-room vaulted
buildings on the south and west wings. These vaults have
triangular shaped stones and the rooms are of average
height, but show architectural characteristics of the Early
Puuc style (Figure 3.3). Two megalithic stela, one standing
upright (Figure 3.4) and the other lying flat, are to west and
north of the vaulted buildings, but there is a platform that
probably supported another vaulted range structure on the
north side. A parallel platform further north suggests that
these two platforms could have formed a ballcourt alley.

Figure 3.3: Photo looking northwest of one of two
four-room Early Puuc style vaulted buildings still
partially standing at the Eastern Elite District.

To the north of the parallel platforms is a seven meter tall
pyramid with possible stairs on the east side and a collapsed
vaulted summit temple (Figure 3.1). A test pit at the western
base of this pyramid revealed Formative platform levels
and suggests that the pyramid platform itself was originally
a Formative structure. An adjacent long platform to the
northeast shows apron molding decoration that supports
a probable vaulted building with two lateral room wings
on the west and east sides set around a long building with
no internal room divisions. The decoration and the style of
the rooms suggest the Proto-Puuc style dated to the Early
Classic. Two foundation brace buildings are to the south.
To the north are another plaza and a vaulted building with
a single column entryway on the west side. Further north
is a large palace-type range structure with five rooms
each of which had columned doorways and evidence of
high vaulted roofs in the Classic Puuc style (boot stone
vaults). The columns and door jambs were found out of
their original places lying along the west part of the plaza.
Within the plaza itself is a deep chultun, a columnar stone
altar, and two large rectangular stone basins which appear
to have been used for milling. A foundation brace structure
and a vaulted building without room divisions is oriented
north-south along the east side of the plaza. A large, high
platform for a two story, multi-room building is also found
to the east near N5200 E5300. Although poorly preserved,
this building has a lower level of three small rooms on the
west wing that must be a lower story for a larger room
block near the center of the structure.

Figure 3.4: Megalithic stela at the Eastern Elite
District.
the south. Chultuns are largely absent in the core area
of monumental architecture in the site center, but are
increasingly prevalent in surrounding residential groups
along with numerous stone basins (pilas). The architectural
remains mapped in 2009 were concentrated in an area
of more than 30 ha around central Xcoch and outside of
the enormous Acropolis. In 2010, remains of other large
settlement groups were found to the north and east. The
high quality and scale of construction indicate that Xcoch
was a first-order settlement and among the largest sites in
the Puuc region.
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by a three-room vaulted building set upon a raised building
platform fronted by an expansive plaza and altar platform
to the west. Immediately to the south is the Cuevas Group
which consists of 3 plazuelas, 5 chultuns, 6 pilas, 1
conical altar, and at least 15 buildings (9 appear to have
been vaulted). Some of the buildings contain multiple
rooms that show characteristics of the Proto Puuc and
Early Puuc styles. The Proto Puuc buildings concentrate
to the southeast and show a north orientation. The Early
Puuc buildings are oriented east of north and many have
column entryways. The Mensura Group located to the east,
actually on the mensura, is a high platform supporting
only megalithic-style foundation brace buildings. Feature
clusters continue to the east and southeast.
Northeast of the Great Pyramid, between N5300 E5200
and N5300 E5300, is a settlement zone well exposed
by a modern cornfield (milpa) consisting of four groups
with platforms, buildings, and pyramids (Figure 3.1).
The first group is a quadrangle situated on a high basal
platform more than seven meters in height composed of
a pyramid platform with megalithic stairs supporting a
large un-vaulted single-room building. The quadrangle
contains three other buildings (two are stone buildings
without vaulted roofs). The south building is a three-room
vaulted structure. About 50 m southeast, is a group of four
platforms – three with collapsed buildings – surrounding
a small plaza and the remains of a vaulted building to
the south; a small pyramid is on this side as well. Two
chultuns are located off-platform to the west and south and
three pilas nearby suggest domestic residential activities.
Less than 50 m northeast atop a 3 m high platform is a
group with three vaulted buildings and a 6 m tall pyramid
to the east. There is an off-platform chultun on the west
side and a large foundation brace to the extreme southeast
near where surface collections recovered Formative
ceramics. A fourth group to the north was recorded in
2010 and is a small, but high platform with a vaulted
building on the west, several foundation brace structures,
and undistinguished platforms, as well as two circular
foundations constructed of reused facing stones suggesting
a possible post-monumental occupation. No chultuns were
seen on-platform.

Figure 3.5: Photo of the Great Pyramid from the
North Plaza approximately 200 m to the north.
The next building group is to the south where two vaulted
structures are connected by wide staircases; one is a
foundation brace and the other is multi-room building
(around six rooms) possibly arranged in two floors To
the southeast, near N5100 and N5300 and the ten meter
pyramid, is a high terrace with a large building that has
almost totally collapsed. Also to the south, are three
buildings with faced stones that clearly never had vaulted
roofs or high stone walls. About 50 m east and 50 m south
are two large vaulted buildings with multiple rooms. The
building to the east is 40 m in length and has six rooms
oriented the north-south displaying decorative stones for
a façade that was adorned with stone mask mosaics of
the rain god Chac and grecas water symbols. The other
building shows a long single-room space with lateral
rooms on the north and south sides. This building appears
to be in the Early Classic Proto-Puuc style.
To the south, between N5100 E5300 and N5100 E5400,
is a high basal platform with two deep, well preserved
chultuns accessed by a west staircase (Figure 3.1). This
group is dominated by a pyramid platform that has a temple
building at the summit and perhaps another lower-level
building to the east. These structures are badly fallen, but
appear to be constructed in an early archaic style. On the
north of the same plaza is a single-room, vaulted building
with an entrance formed by a single-piece column. To
the east is a three-room vaulted building with corners
decorated by large stone spools (junquillos). Behind this is
a triadic-like group of foundation brace structures adjacent
to a collapsed chultun and stone basin; test excavations
in 2009 revealed Formative ceramics and substructures.
To the south of the triadic group are two platforms; one
supports a foundation brace while the other larger platform
supports a three-room Early Puuc style building oriented
east-west. A columnar altar is set to the north of this
building and a wide mouth archaic-style chultun is located
to the west just off the platform.

Site survey benefited from milpa activity in 2010 just
north of the Great Pyramid. This area was partly cleared
and burned and revealed settlement details of an expansive
North Plaza and extension of the Great Acropolis that
consists of numerous surface levels and platform structures
spread over an area approaching one hectare (figures 3.1
and 3.5). An upright megalithic stela was found in situ
near the midline of the Great Pyramid approximately 150
m north. A group with an east facing vaulted building and
a three-column doorway borders the North Plaza on the
west. Just north of the megalithic stela is a very large and
dense concentration of vaulted buildings that underwent
surface collections, but not intensive mapping. West of
this settlement concentration is the ‘Old Pyramid Group.’
Mapping revealed an archaic pyramid structure with no
clear summit building surrounded by foundation brace

Further southeast, three additional feature clusters were
cleared and mapped in 2010. The nearest group is centered
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These groups appeared to be more domestic and residential
in function given the predominance of foundation brace
structures, chultuns, and pilas distributed on relatively
low basal platform surfaces. Many of these foundation
braces are constructed of megalithic stones, like those
seen in other parts of Xcoch, and may be Formative house
buildings as suggested by test excavation in a similar
three-room megalithic foundation (Op. 35 near N5350
E 5000) and others near the Xcoch Grotto (see below).
This megalithic building produced Formative diagnostics
below a thick stucco floor surface covered with a midden
of Early Classic and Late Classic ceramic material and
below floor cuts near the center of the east room burning
was also evident. The implication is that this building was
abandoned at the end of the Formative.
The Grotto Group is located near the sinkhole leading to
the deep water cave to the north of the mensura dividing
the lands of Ticul and Santa Elena (Figure 3.1) and is
composed of both vaulted and non-vaulted buildings. There
are three, three-room vaulted buildings one with a central
column entryway situated around a small plaza; the South
Pyramid of the Xcoch Plaza is located to the east. Also, to
the west are two megalithic foundations oriented northsouth. These are a short distance from the grotto and clearly
date to an earlier period. Test excavation in 2009 showed
Formative diagnostics associated with the lower floor of the
north building while Late Classic materials are prominent
near the surface suggesting that this structure was occupied
continuously and included ritual activity associated with the
cave. Test pits in 2010 sampled the adjacent platform area
bordering the depression descending to the cave entrance
and produced a wide range of Formative to Postclassic
ceramics such as water vessels, incense burners, and
figurines (figures 3.6-3.8). These diagnostic ceramics are
clearly associated with ritual activity related to the water
cave both before and after the site was depopulated. To
the west of the grotto is a 6 m wide causeway that runs
approximately 100 m west towards the La Gondola Aguada
passing two collapsed chultuns and one ring structure before
arriving at two platforms each with multiroom foundation
braces. In 2010, probing excavations within this causeway
revealed three stucco floor surfaces beneath the causeway
fill. Both the causeway and the stucco floors produced
abundant Middle Formative ceramic materials indicating
that these features were constructed at the beginning of
Formative occupation at Xcoch.

Figure 3.6: Photos of Chen Mul modeled
anthropomorphic incense burners adorned with
appliques found near the Gruta Xcoch.

Figure 3.7: Photos of three aspects of a Yaxnic
modeled anthropomorphic figurine head.
buildings on its east and south sides. Test excavations
at the base of the Old Pyramid date this structure to the
Formative, though north of the Old Pyramid Group
between N5550 and N5650 are two additional settlement
groups with the remains of vaulted and non-vaulted
buildings and chultuns, although they represent only a
fraction of the feature clusters located along the E5000 and
E5100 lines. In fact, based on surface collection survey
and judging by the number of vaulted buildings, this
area may have been the most densely occupied sector of
Xcoch and the settlement zone associated with many of the
highest ranking elite during the Late Classic. Indeed, there
are other settlement groups to the north including some
with pyramidal structures that are scheduled to be mapped
in future seasons.

Near N5000 E5000 south of the mensura is the South
Grotto Group situated atop the second terrace level of
the Great Acropolis. The main building is a seven-room
vaulted range structure oriented east-west with a wide
north staircase. This building was constructed in the
Classic style because there are boot-shaped stone vaults
seen within the building collapse. Two vaulted buildings
to the east are earlier and seem to be in the Proto-Puuc
and Early Puuc styles respectively. The first structure
is oriented north-south with single piece moldings and
decorative stones carved with feather motifs. The other
building has an entrance formed by a single column and

Settlement groups were also found during surface survey
to the west of the E5000 line between N5300 and N6000.
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high bedrock in Late Classic times, though a Formative
date for other sections cannot be ruled out.
Some 200 m to the west of the Great Pyramid is the
Chikin Mul group, an enormous 5 m tall basal platform
measuring almost 100 m east-west and some 70 m northsouth (Figure 3.1). This platform was machine mapped in
2010 and supports numerous foundation brace buildings,
three with multiple rooms. A deep probing excavation near
the center indicates that the platform itself was constructed
in the Formative with repeated reoccupation until the Late
Classic. Surface structures are clearly habitations with
many associated pilas, but no on-platform chultuns. Deep
test pits reaching over four meters in depth, encountered a
prepared soil surface that may represent a leveling for the
platform and Middle Formative ceramic diagnostics above
natural bedrock. A wood charcoal sample from the soil
surface is radiocarbon dated to 2060 B.C.±30 (uncorrected;
see Table 3.1) suggesting that this massive platform was
constructed at least as early as the Grand Platform and
may have been superimposed upon a Late Archaic-Initial
Formative site occupation. Around the Chikin Mul Group,
particularly a small plaza group to the southwest, are
several small platforms for foundation braces and chultuns
and a ruined single-room vaulted building.

Figure 3.8: Photos of four aspects of a Yaxnic
modeled zoomorphic (monkey) figurine whistle
portion.
pottery remains also suggest that many of the associated
foundations were reoccupied during the Late Classic.
two jambs and there is a conical altar at the center of a
small adjacent plaza. Three foundations for buildings with
perishable roofs show megalithic stones; one located to the
north was tested by excavation and found to be Formative
in date. There are two megalithic foundations to the south
that display similar stonework and layout and must be
contemporary. A megalithic staircase provides access to
these early house foundations as well as the second level
of the Acropolis. Another similar megalithic foundation
lies along the south border of the first terrace of the
Acropolis where three collapsed chultuns are found; two
were covered with inverted pilas and platform fill. Another
flight of megalithic stairs to the south clearly indicates
that this complex settlement group must have been the
principal southern access to the Great Acropolis and the
Xcoch Grotto in Classic and Formative times.

At the end of the west causeway between N5000
E4900 and N5000 E4800 is the Aguada La Gondola,
an enormous apsidal-shaped depression constructed by
the ancient Maya (Figure 3.1). This aguada measures
roughly 110 m east-west by 80 m the north-south and
has a current depth of about 6 m (see Dunning et al., this
volume). To the north of the aguada is an expansive
platform surface that covers over one-half hectare
constructed with cobble stones (chich) of various sizes.
The Chich Platform slopes towards the aguada and seems
to have been a catchment area to collect runoff rainwater.
A lone foundation brace is the only associated structure
located near the southeast corner. In all respects, these two
massive constructions represent a tremendous effort by the
ancient Maya to collect and store water at Xcoch.

Further south are two large terrace platforms that mark
where the Great Acropolis begins. The west platform is
a multilevel terrace built into the natural topography
with two house foundations and three chultuns, two of
which are well-preserved, and three pilas that suggest a
domestic residential function. The other terrace platform
integrates with the Great Acropolis and has four multiroom foundation brace structures, three chultuns, and
numerous pilas. Immediately southeast is a depression with
megalithic stone walls that suggest a former stone quarry
site converted into a reservoir or small aguada engineered
to collect and store rainwater. There are a number of
similar such features across Xcoch that will be the subject
of investigation in 2011. The southeast causeway is a short
distance to the west, but it is still unclear how it articulates
with the Great Acropolis; however it certainly passes
between the south terrace platform and a pyramid group
to the east. A probing excavation in a north section of this
causeway indicates that it was constructed on relatively

The ‘Long Group,’ located between N5100 E4700 and
N5200 E4700, represents another massive platform that
measures 125 m north-south and 50 m east-west with a height
of 4 m (Figure 3.1). In the center is a building platform with
a megalithic staircase and a three-room stone walled building
that may have not been vaulted. To the south is a group of
foundation brace buildings and to the north a wide pyramid
platform near a chultun with another structure of stone
walls, but no vaulted roof, set upon a platform accessed by a
megalithic staircase on the north. The Long Group may have
been another major area of Formative settlement.
The ‘Chac-Na Group’ (between N4900 E4600 and
N4900 E4700) is the westernmost group mapped so far
at Xcoch (Figure 3.1), though residential settlement is
known to continue further west. The group takes its name
from a four-room Proto-Puuc style building still partially
standing. This structure has a type of vault with roughly
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Field
Specimen
20013
20020
20045
20046

Lab
# Conventional C-14 Uncalibrated
NOSAMS
Age B.P.
Calendar Date
78754
1460+/-25
A.D. 490
78755
305+/-30
A.D. 1645
78756
2520+/-30
570 B.C.
78757
2550+/-30
600 B.C.

20059

78758

2560+/-25

610 B.C.

20063

78759

145+/-30

A.D. 1805

20072

78760

2570+/-25

620 B.C.

20076
20078
20079

78761
78762
78763

330+/-25
Modern
245+/-25

A.D. 1620

20082

78764

2490+/-30

540 B.C.

20088
20089

78765
78766

625+/-25
1420+/-30

A.D. 1325
A.D. 530

20124

84303

1750+/-45

A.D. 200

20126
20131
20162
20168
20185

84304
84305
84306
84307
84308

2040+/-25
Modern
4010+/-30
1280+/-30
140+/-30

90 B.C.

20193
20198
21001

84309
84310
84311

2520+/-30
2590+/-30
1250+/-25

570 B.C.
640 B.C.
A.D. 700

21005

84312

175+/-25

A.D. 1775

21014
21014A
21019

84313
84314
84315

645+/-25
525+/-30
385+/-30

A.D. 1305
A.D. 1425
A.D. 1565

21020

84316

225 +/-55

A.D. 1725

20121

84317

1630+/-30

A.D. 320

A.D. 1705

2060 B.C.
A.D. 670
A.D. 1810

Calibrated C-14 Date (2 sigma)
A.D. 560-646
A.D. 1488-1603, 1609-1651
792-716, 695-539 B.C.
800-743, 689-663, 647-549
B.C.
802-749, 687-666, 641-591,
578-567 B.C.
A.D. 1668-1710, 1717-1781,
1797-1891, 1909-1948
806-751, 686-667, 634-623,
614-594 B.C.
A.D. 1483-1641

Context
Aguada S, Pozo 1(200 cm)
Aguada Gondola, Pozo 2 (100 cm)
Grand Platform, Op. 4, Lev. 6 - Piso V
Grand Platform, Op. 4, Lev. 7 - Piso VI
Xcoch Plaza, Op. 5, Lev. 11 - Piso X
Grand Platform SW, Op. 6 ext. 2, Lev. 1
Grand Platform, Niche Bldg, Op. 7, Lev. 3 - Piso II

Grupo Residencial, Op. 8, Lev. 3 - Piso II
Grupo Residencial, Op. 8, Lev. 5 - Piso IV
A.D. 1528-1552, 1633-1673, Grupo Residencial, Op. 8, Lev. 6 - Piso V
1778-1799, 1942-1951
776-508, 458-454, 438-419 Grupo Residencial, Op. 8, Lev. 9 - Piso VIII
B.C.
A.D. 1291-1331, 1338-1397
Chultun 2, Op. 15, Lev. 4 (270 cm)
A.D. 581-660
Chultun 2, Op. 15, Lev. 5
A.D. 139-160, 165-196, 209- Aguada Gondola, Pozo 1 (230cm), Lev. 5
398
159-135 B.C., 114 B.C. - A.D. 24 Aguada Gondola, Pozo 1 (310cm)
East Aguada, Lev. 2
3356-1748 B.C.
Chikin Mul, Op. 26, Lev. 3
A.D. 662-779,794-801
Grupo Cuevas, Op. 27, Lev. 7
A.D.
1669-1713,1716-1780, Mega. F.B., Op. 32, Lev. 3 (150 cm)
1798-1891, 1908-1944
792-716, 695-539 B.C.
East Pyramid Plaza, Op. 35, Lev. 8, Piso V (below)
809.763, 680-673 B.C.
West Sacbé, Op. 36, Lev. 8, Piso III (below)
A.D. 678-784, 786-827, 839- Gruta Xcoch, Sta. CC3 (A Passage)
864
A.D. 1661-1694, 1727-1813, Gruta Xcoch, Sta. A4 (A Passage), 1-20 cm
1839, 1842, 1853-1859, 18621867
A.D. 1283-1324, 1346-1393
Gruta Xcoch, Fire Pit (10 cm), A38
A.D. 1322-1347, 1392-1441
Gruta Xcoch, Fire Pit (25 cm), A38
A.D. 1449-1499, 1502-1512, Gruta Xcoch, Torch, Sta. E13
1601-1616
A.D. 1513-1600, 1617-1706, Vaca Perdida (30 cm)
1719-1820, 1822-1825, 18321884, 1913-1953
A.D. 348-369, 378-535
Vaca Perdida, Sala 2

Table 3.1: Radiocarbon dates from Xcoch, Yucatán. All dates were calculated using the Accelerator Mass
Spectrometer (AMS) technique from the National Ocean Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Facility (NOSAMS) and
the Calib Radiocarbon Calibration Program.

shaped slab stones. The exposed ends were tilted upward
and were heavily plastered to approximate a smooth soffit
and wall facing is of well-cut and well-fitted stones that
are slightly smaller than normal (similar to a building
at Cacabxnuc, Campeche; see Pollock 1980). Another
multiple room building to the southeast has an L-shaped
layout and is constructed in a similar style. A second
L-shaped, but badly fallen, Proto-Puuc style structure
defines a plazuela including the Chac-Na building (Figure
3.9) to the west and a higher platform with a megalithic

staircase supporting a non-vaulted stone building on the
east. There is another vaulted building to the south and
three to the northeast that show columned doorways and
are likely Early Puuc style structures. Also, there are four
foundations braces to the northwest and three additional
buildings to the north of the Chac-Na Group, as well as
an apsidal-shaped foundation to the southeast that may be
of historic age. Another small platform group with several
foundation brace buildings is found to the south.
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Stratigraphic Excavations
Test pit operations (Op.) consisting mostly of 2-x-2 m
units were excavated in levels following natural or cultural
stratigraphy in architectural contexts outside of buildings
within many settlement localities at Xcoch (Figure 3.1).
Most excavations produced typical Cehpech ceramics (A.D.
800-1000) in the upper levels. Nevertheless, significant
quantities of ceramic diagnostics such as Middle Classic
and Late Classic Motul (A.D. 600-800), Early Classic
Cochuah (A.D. 300-600), and Formative Mamom and
Tihosuco complexes (800/700 B.C. - A.D. 250/300) were
found in stratigraphic association with early architecture.
Excavation data supported by radiocarbon dating clearly
demonstrate that Xcoch had a large occupation during the
Formative period.

Figure 3.9: Photo of the Proto-Puuc style Chac-Na
building looking southwest showing the north
room and the shaped slab stones exposed ends tilted
upward and heavily plastered to approximate a
smooth soffit. Sebastian Smyth provides scale to the
right.

In 2009, the first test excavations to reveal significant
Formative remains were Ops. 3, 4, and 5, located within
the Great Acropolis. Op. 3 was placed on the west side
of the Xcoch Plaza in front of a cylindrical stone altar
aligned with the center of the staircase for the Cave
Pyramid (figures 3.10-3.11). In Level 1 the same stone
pavement (Floor I), found in Op. 1 about 50 m north,
showed traces of a thin hard stucco layer (1 cm) at 8 cm
b.s. (below surface). At 26 cm b.s. was a stucco floor
(II) set upon two compact layers of sascab (lime marl):
a white layer and a lower tan layer. Floors III, IV, and V
were 2-5 cm thick; the last two floors had 1 cm stucco
coats superposed upon 10-15 cm layers of very compact
sascab. No ceramics were found in Floors III and IV
and only one sherd came from within Floor V. Beneath
Floor V, a tan layer of sascab was set upon a thick layer
of chich stones and bak pek (medium size boulders)
extending to 178 cm and Floor VI which was an eastward
down-sloping stucco surface. Supporting Floor VI was
about one meter of stone fill superposed upon bedrock at
280 cm b.s. Below Floor VI were significant quantities of
Formative ceramics.

Figure 3.10: Photo of the Cave Pyramid looking west
of the Xcoch Plaza showing the main staircase access
and context of Op. 3.

Op. 4 was a 4-x-4 m unit located upon the Grand Platform
about 50 m south of the Great Pyramid (Figure 3.12). It
was necessary to excavate a larger area than normal at the
outset to control excavation within the dry stone masonry
of the platform fill. For safety, we decided to reduce the
size of the unit as the excavation became deeper. The first
floor of the platform was very eroded and only stucco
fragments were detected between 23-25 cm b.s. Floor II
appeared between 30-52 cm. In the southwestern corner
was an irregular stone concentration that suggests that
it might be a feature such as a check dam to control the
flow of rainwater drainage off the platform surface. Floor
III was a stucco layer (2 cm) covering a heavy matrix of
sascab and small stones (35 cm) between the 46-70 cm.
Both floors II and III sloped towards the southwest. Floor
IV (68-97 cm) also sloped towards the southwest but
shows a burned zone in the northeast corner. In Level 5 the
excavation unit was reduced to 3-x-3 m for safety reasons
and shortly thereafter Floor V was encountered at 95-102
cm; the surface drainage direction now changed towards the

Figure 3.11: Photo of Op. 3 looking south showing
the stone pavement (floor 1), wall stratigraphy with
floors II-V, and the boulder fill above Floor VI.
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the northeast. Floor VI contained a considerable amount
of cultural material including marine shell and black
coral, serpentine, bone, part of a Chunhinta black plate
and numerous Formative sherds, and wood charcoal
samples. Comparable material came out below the floor
itself at 190 cm. Excavation concluded at 395 cm because
of the risk of collapse of the unit walls. The fill of the
Grand Platform continues down at least another four
meters in depth.
Op. 4 provided crucial data about the Formative period.
A total of 1,238 Formative sherds were recovered;
the majority identified as Middle Formative wares
of the Mamom ceramic tradition. The presence of
worked marine shell, serpentine, and well-made stucco
floors suggest that the Grand Platform and associated
architecture were constructed at the beginning of
occupation at Xcoch centuries before the time of Christ.
Two wood charcoal samples from Floors V and VI were
radiocarbon dated to 570 ±25 B.C. and 600 ±30 B.C.
respectively (Table 3.1).

Figure 3.12: Photo of Op. 4 looking northwest
located near the center of the Grand Platform
showing Formative stucco floor levels (III-VI) and
construction fill. Floors V and VI were dated to the
Middle Formative by associated radiocarbon assays
and diagnostic ceramics.

Op. 5 was located on the east side of the Plaza Xcoch
in front of a cylindrical megalithic altar aligned with the
center of the staircase for the East Pyramid (Figure 3.13).
In Level 1 the same stone pavement (Floor I) with traces of
a thin stucco coat (1 cm) found in Ops. 1 and 3 appeared at
40 cm b.s. (Figure 3.14). This stone floor formed the base
for the megalithic altar indicating that both features were
contemporary. The associated ceramics, Early Classic
Timucuy Polychrome and Late Classic Muna Slate, were
associated with Floor I which was superimposed directly
upon stucco Floor II at 62 cm atop a 10 cm layer of graywhite sascab. Below this layer were floors III (70 cm) and
IV (80 cm). Floor III, a gray-white layer of sascab, and
Floor IV, a layer of tan sascab, clearly suggest that the
sascab came from two different quarries. Although there
were few associated ceramics (Muna Slate and Teabo
Red), it is not certain if these floors date to the Late Classic.
Floors V (90 cm), VI (99 cm), VII (108 cm), and VIII (119
cm) did not produce one single potsherd. Nevertheless,
between floors IX and X (140-194 cm), a matrix that
includes the bak pek construction fill, Middle Formative
diagnostics began to appear in quantity (Figure 3.15).
Below Floors X and XI animal bone and wood charcoal
were recovered before encountering bedrock at 299 cm.
Also, an alignment of medium size stones found in the
north wall clearly associated with Floor XI to suggest a
Middle Formative substructure built upon leveled bedrock
(a wood charcoal sample was radiocarbon dated to 610±25
B.C.; Table 3.1).

Figure 3.13: Photo of the East Pyramid of the Xcoch
Plaza showing an access staircase and a megalithic
altar where Op. 5 was located.

A 1 x 6 m trench (Op. 6) oriented north-south was
excavated within the southwestern corner of the Grand
Platform. The objective of this operation was to explore a
20 m open space where no platform retaining walls were
evident, but exhibited a great concentration of eroding
stucco. The southwest sloping floors of Op. 4 indicated
that rainwater must have drained towards this area.
Between 10-80 cm b.s. a canal with a sloping irregular

Figure 3.14: Photo of the stone pavement of Op. 5
looking south showing a base for the megalithic
altar.
south-southeast. Floor VI appeared between 145-151
cm beneath a considerable amount of bak pek and large
boulders (buk), but now the floor surface sloped towards
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stucco surface and a concave-oval step were exposed
revealing a water drainage feature designed to direct
rainwater away from the Grand Platform. Two similar
stepped stucco features were found below and to the south
revealing a check dam and sloping stucco surfaces. This
water control feature was obviously designed to slow and
channel rainwater from the Grand Platform towards La
Gondola Aguada some 250 m to the southwest. A deeper
probe located at the foot of the platform reached 103 cm
before the excavation was terminated – it did not encounter
bedrock. Most ceramics recovered were of the Cehpech
complex but Early Classic and Formative ceramics came
out of the lower levels. It is likely that this drainage
feature was initially constructed near the end of Formative
and reused in Late Classic times because most Cehpech
ceramics were found in the drainage canal surfaces.

Figure 3.15: Photo of Op. 5 facing south showing a
Formative stucco floor surface (Piso IX) at 145 cm
below surface. Two other floor surfaces were found
below.

Op. 7 probed the front side the Niches Building located
along the south edge of the Grand Platform. The main idea
was to date this unusual building showing no vaulted roof,
large megalithic corner stones, megalithic niches on the
south façade, and heavy jambs forming a central entrance.
Floor I exposed (54 cm b.s.) a stucco surface that was part
of a later renovation to the structure. Floor II (71 cm) was
associated with a small column 33 cm wide that was part
of the original building doorway. A lower stucco floor
(III) at 120 cm produced ceramics that are a mixture of
Formative, Early Classic, and Late Classic wares. Floor
III was clearly part of a surface associated with the south
façade of the Grand Platform where a number of tenoned
facing stones were found in situ. All associated ceramics
were Middle Formative diagnostics including pieces of
serpentine, black coral, and wood-based charcoal samples
(one sample was C-14 dated to 620±25 B.C.; Table
3.1). These data demonstrate that this part of the Grand
Platform was remodeled at the end of the Formative or the
beginning of the Early Classic.
Op. 8 sampled the Residential Group south of the central
platform near a conical altar. In Level 1 a pavement of
rough stones (Floor I) showed pieces of a thin layer of
in situ stucco at 34 cm b.s. that probably represents the
last floor surface for this group. Floor II (at 92 cm) was a
better preserved stucco surface, but still broken in places.
A lens of the gray ash mixed with soil was found near the
altar. Between floors III and IV (109-120 cm) two nearly
complete Muna Slate chultunera jars (cántaros) were
recovered in the fill of the structure (Figure 3.16); one
was normal size and the other a miniature vessel. These
vessels represent an offering associated with the altar.
Recovered within the north wall near the altar, a Ticul
Thin Slate tripod bowl with button supports was clearly
the third vessel of this same offering (Figure 3.17). Below
Floor IV, which was also broken, were human bones,
basalt, black serpentine, and a large quantity of black stone
nodules. Two nodules were subjected to x-ray diffraction
at the University of South Florida, Department of Geology
and it seems the major mineral is calcite. However, one
of the samples when crushed in mortar released a strong
hydrocarbon odor (Bogdan Onac, personal communication

Figure 3.16: Two Muna Slate chultunera jars
recovered between floors III and IV in Op. 8 of the
Residential Group.

Figure 3.17: Photo of Ticul Thin-Slate tripod bowl
from Op. 8.
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2010). It is known that hydrocarbon-rich limestones are
darker grey-black compared to ordinary carbonates.
Obviously more research is needed. However, other
pieces of ground and polished hematite were also found
at different stages of production suggesting a possible
mirror workshop associated with the lower levels of this
residential group. Mirror workshops have been found at
San José Mogote in Oaxaca dating to the Early Formative
and Middle Formative periods (Pires-Ferreira 1976).
Below Floor V (at the 152 cm), were more of the same
black nodules as well as other exotic material including
marine shell, fish scales, one obsidian blade, and wood
charcoal samples. The ceramics within floors IV and V are
a mixture of Early Classic and Formative wares. Within
floors VI (200 cm), VII (245 cm), and VIII (255 cm), the
ceramics are pure Middle Formative wares and a building
wall running to the north-south appeared in the center of
the unit associated with floors VII and VIII. Another eastwest wall alignment was exposed at 212 cm. It is almost
certain that these walls represent a habitation substructure
with at least two rooms and floors dating to the Middle
Formative (a wood charcoal sample from Floor VIII was
C-14 dated to 540±30 B.C.; Table 3.1). Near the west wall
of the unit and part of the wall of the substructure was an
offering of green serpentine and a large thin walled sherd
that was part of a cylindrical vessel. This sherd has not
been identified, but is obviously very early and likely a
foreign ceramic ware. In Op. 8 we encountered bedrock at
300-320 cm.

Op. 13 20 m south of Op. 12, and Op. 14 midway between
Ops. 12 and 13. Op. 12 exposed a stone retaining wall on
the east side at 20 cm b.s., a sloping stucco surface to the
west at 64 cm, and a stucco floor surface at 71 cm; all
are clearly aligned with the drainage feature to the north.
Op.13 attempted to find the turning point for the canal in
an area north of the Cave Pyramid consisting of a rough
stone pavement and small retaining wall, but did not reveal
any continuation of the channel or a turning point for a
canal. Op. 14 probed several large boulders about 10 m
north of Op. 13. Between 13 and 24 cm, a boulder retaining
wall was exposed at 53 cm and in the north part of the
unit a stucco surface appeared that continued 1.5 m to the
west. A north extension of the unit exposed a concave and
channeled stucco surface between 52 and 59 cm that was
clearly a water conduit. The curvilinear boulder retaining
wall to the south was obviously a diversion point where
water was turned downhill in a west-southwest direction
towards the Gondola Aguada. All recovered ceramics were
Cehpech wares and suggest that the last use of this system
took place in the Late Classic, but no deep stratigraphic
cuts were performed to determine a construction date
for this canal or if there were other earlier water control
features below.
Op. 15 (Chultun 2) took place within a wide-mouth chultun
in a settlement group east of the East Pyramid of the Xcoch
Plaza and south of a linear pyramid platform. Chultun 2
was selected for testing because of its unusual wide mouth
(55 cm north-south by 62 cm east-west) and noticeably
high level of fill reaching one meter below the mouth. Also,
a hole in the chultun roof 160 cm to the south provided
good ventilation and reasonably good lighting necessary
for excavation activity. A unit was located directly beneath
the chultun mouth and excavated in arbitrary or natural
levels where possible. Levels 1 and 2 were taken down to
60 cm and 120 cm b.s. respectively. Level 3 began at 160
cm and continued to 210 cm. Level 4 was begun where
large chunks of roof stucco began to appear; Level 5 began
at 270 cm and proceeded to the floor of the chultun at 300
cm. What became curiously apparent during excavation
was the tendency for Early Classic and Formative ceramics
to be concentrated near the upper levels (1-3) while Late,
Terminal, and Postclassic pottery was more common in
the lowest levels especially on-floor (4-5). This appears
to be a clear case of inverted stratigraphy in which an
early chultun and its contents were cleaned out for reuse
in later periods, thus superimposing early materials atop
later deposition. This observation is supported by multiple
layers of stucco on preserved portions of the chultun roof,
where various blue-tinted stucco coats (Formative-Early
Classic?) were covered by coats of white stucco (LateTerminal Classic?).

Op. 9 was located off-platform just south of the Residential
Group near a columnar altar at the foot of a staircase. This
area was an access route for the Xcoch Plaza because it lies
near an open space between buildings along the east side
of the plaza. Floor I appeared at 50 cm b.s. and contained
a heavy layer of compact sascab with typical Cehpech
ceramics. Floors II (70 cm), III (81 cm), IV (89 cm), and
V (98 cm) were superimposed compact layers of a tan
colored sascab. The ceramics associated with these floors
were identified as the Motul and Cochuah complexes
of the Early Classic and Middle Classic periods. Floors
VI (106 cm), VII (138 cm), VIII (149 cm), and IX (203
cm) were also formed by compact layers of a tan sascab
mixed with medium size stones. The upper floors (VI and
VII) contained a mixture of Early Classic and Formative
ceramics and the lower floors (VII and IX) produced pure
Middle Formative diagnostics. Stone alignments running
towards the west near the north and south unit walls are
contextually related to floors VII and VIII and probably
represent the remains of a Formative substructure. Floor
IX was superposed upon successive layers of chich and
bak pek before arriving at bedrock at 220 cm.
Ops. 12, 13, and 14 were horizontal excavations that took
place between the Grand Platform drainage feature (Op.
6) and the Cave Pyramid along the west section of the
Xcoch Plaza. These extensive surface stripping operations
were designed to reveal any water management features
connected to the drainage feature (canals, check dams,
diversion points, etc.). Op. 12 was 20 m south of Op. 6,

Op. 15 produced more than 5,000 potsherds (nearly 60,000
g), many were large portions of ceramic vessels such as
chultuneras and other water jars that were found on-floor.
About 70% of all pottery recovered is Late-Terminal
Classic while almost 30% is Formative to Early Classic.
There were also a wide variety of other artifact and
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ecofact remains including worked marine shell, chipped
stone, obsidian blade fragments, ground stone, serpentine
celt flakes, animal and human(?) bone, and wood
charcoal samples. One wood charcoal sample produced a
radiocarbon date of A.D. 530±30 from Level 5 near the
chultun floor indicating that the chultun was constructed
before the Early Classic (Table 3.1).

alignment and revealed a stone surface showing medium
size slab boulders set in unusual upright positions. Beneath
the same stucco surface found in Op. 18 were more
remains of the early substructure and an associated stone
pavement extending across the unit at 132-135 cm. These
features were constructed upon leveled bedrock at 142 cm.
The ceramics in both units show a mix of Early Classic
and Late Classic wares in the upper levels and Formative
materials below Floor II, including a preponderance of
Middle Formative diagnostics associated with the lowest
stone surface, structural alignments, and bedrock.

Ops. 16 and 17 were trenches designed to expose
descending conduits associated with a water management
system found atop the west side of the Great Acropolis.
Op. 16 was placed between Op. 13, where a diversion dam
was found, and the Gondola Aguada. Though bedrock was
encountered throughout the trench, a possible canal of
bedrock and retaining wall for a building platform on the
south side suggest that water passed through this area. It
is fairly clear that the north edge of this building platform,
supporting a four-room foundation brace building, was
placed here to channel rainwater traveling from the
acropolis to the aguada.

Op. 20 probed the front of the east foundation brace of the
Triadic Group located over 400 m east of the cave. Level
1 exposed the fragmented remains of a stucco floor (I)
between 33 and 43 cm b.s. connected to a faced stone step
of the building platform. Another fractured floor surface
(II) appeared between 80 and 87 cm. Below Floor II at 92
cm, jamb stones of a substructure were uncovered and a
stucco floor surface (III) appeared at 114 cm. Bedrock was
encountered at 134 cm. A 1-x-2 m extension was opened
to the southwest to follow the substructure and expose
additional faced stones, including other jamb stones and
the stucco floor, but most of substructure was collapsed
in ancient times and extends well beyond the excavation
limits. The upper level ceramics (Floor I) were exclusively
Cehpech wares while Floor II yielded a mix of Late
Classic, Early Classic, and Formative wares. The ceramics
of Floor III associated with the substructure were pure
Middle Formative diagnostics.

Op. 17 was placed within the lower berm on the northeast
corner of the Gondola Aguada. The purpose of this unit
was to expose any features related to the channelization of
water into the aguada. The trench revealed a junction point
of two canals separated by a one meter thick retaining wall
of medium-large boulders and canal retaining walls on
the north and south sides. Many of the wall stones appear
to be white travertine similar to stone seen in the Xcoch
cave. The canals were lined with thick layers of kancabalkache soils heavily mottled with sascab. In fact, all
potsherds and other artifacts from this unit were coated
with this glue-like, water impermeable and very difficult
to remove clay soil. Evidently, this feature served as a
junction for two canals channeling water into the aguada;
a northwest canal as documented by multiple excavation
units and a west canal (Op. 17) moving rainwater perhaps
from the Xcoch Plaza. A west extension showed that the
central retaining wall of the canal junction was contoured
to the berm walls of the aguada to help control the flow
of water coming from two different directions. This unit in
particular is a key for showing how the Maya employed
sophisticated engineering knowledge and techniques to
manage and control rainwater across the surface of this
large Maya center.

Op. 21 was placed in front of the east entryway of a tworoom megalithic foundation of the South Grotto Group.
This building once had a perishable roof and shows
large shaped megalithic foundation stones measuring
approximately 50 cm set into a bak pek stone pavement
between 40 and 54 cm b.s. Many of the pavement stones
have the same texture and white color of lime marl seen
within the cave entrance. A stucco surface (Floor II)
appeared in Level 2 below the stone pavement at 84 cm.
This white sascab surface is associated with the building
platform. At the bottom of Level 3 (95-99 cm), a tan stucco/
sascab surface (Floor III) appeared superimposed upon
layers of chich and bak pek. A more pinkish surface (Floor
IV) was found in Level 4 at 132-138 cm with a lens of
wood ash and bone (human?) near the north wall. Bedrock
was encountered at 212 cm. Pure Formative ceramic
deposits were recovered from below Floor II suggesting
that structure and its building platform were constructed in
the Late Formative. The earliest floor surfaces (III and IV),
therefore, must date to the Middle Formative as suggested
by the recovered early ceramic diagnostics.

Ops. 18, 19, and 21 sampled two megalithic foundations
within the Grotto Group. Ops. 18 and 19 probed the area
near the north room of a two-room megalithic foundation
just south of the entrance to the Gruta de Xcoch. Op.
18 explored the east entry and megalithic doorjambs. A
concentration of stones between the doorjambs suggests
that the walls had collapsed, although a stone surface made
up of layers of chich and bak pek with traces of stucco
indicates a floor (I) surface and building foundation at 38109 cm b.s. dating to the Late Formative. A more visible
stucco floor appeared below associated with stones for a
substructure running towards the southwest placed upon
bedrock between 129 and 140 cm. Op. 19 was opened to
the north of Structure 1 to follow this lower substructure

Stratigraphic excavations continued in 2010. Ops.
24, 25, and 27 sampled a settlement area known as the
Cuevas Group located about 500 m southeast of the
Great Pyramid. Stucco floors surfaces were found in Op.
24 adjacent to a conical altar and in all units Cehpech
ceramics predominated with moderate amounts of Early
Classic wares in the lower levels. Ops. 26 and 30 sampled
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was constructed during the latter part of the Formative.
Sacbé fill was superimposed upon three preserved stucco
floors associated with Middle Formative potsherds as well
as marine shell and serpentine flakes. A wood charcoal
sample taken from beneath the lowest stucco floor dated to
640 B.C. (Table 3.1). These data indicate the space adjacent
to the cave was paved and part of the Great Acropolis.
Ops. 35, 38, and 39 were probes into the plaza surfaces east
and southeast of the Grand Platform. Two units, Op. 35 and
38, were placed to the west of two pyramid structures that
are part of the settlement zone known as the Eastern Elite
District (see above). Both pyramid contexts contained
numerous stucco floor surfaces. Op. 38 had two stucco
floors while Op. 35 produced five stucco floors set upon
leveled bedrock with two to three meter layers of large
and medium size boulders and cobblestones. Ceramics
indicate that the upper floors date to the late Early Classic
while the lowest floors and original plaza surfaces were
Formative. A wood charcoal sample below Floor V of Op.
35 produced a radiocarbon date of 570±30 B.C. (Table
3.1). Indeed, it seems that both pyramids were probably
Formative structures with only the north pyramid (Op. 38)
showing later reutilization in the form of a vaulted temple
building erected on its summit. The south pyramid (Op.
35) supported some form of non-vaulted building. Op. 39
sampled the edge of the Grand Platform’s southwest wing
and it too produced quantities of Formative diagnostics.
Op. 41 was a 2 m wide trench extending from the cave
entrance to 12 m west. This trench exposed the original
descending staircase that, surprisingly, shows many of
its original megalithic treads and risers in situ and still
usable as an access into the cave itself. Clearly, there must
have been a U-shaped megalithic stairway integrated into
three sides of the depression or sinkhole descending into
the cave entrance. Because of the down-sloping surface,
the thousands of the ceramics recovered, have little
stratigraphic integrity. Formative to Postclassic sherds
and even some modern debris, however, demonstrate that
this water cave has been continuously visited over the past
3,000 years, if not earlier.

Figure 3.18: Middle Classic Say slateware chultunera
found in Op. 43.
the Chikin Mul Group and probed the platform center
and south retaining wall; both units contained significant
quantities of Formative diagnostics within architectural
fill. Ops. 29 and 31 were deep stratigraphic cuts between
the Chich platform and the north berm of the Aguada La
Gondola. Op. 29 clearly showed that the Chich Platform’s
cobble-stone surface slopes southward towards the aguada
and was constructed upon a prepared surface composed of
a greater than one meter layer of finely sifted, compacted
red kancab soil. Op. 31 revealed a 15 m stone-free zone
between the Chich Platform and the aguada berm that
consists of a thick layer of red kancab-alkache clay lining
mottled with white sascab. This clay lining, identical to
the lining found inside the aguada, was very hard and
water tight and clearly engineered to seal the ground
surface so rainwater could flow parallel to the aguada
berm and discharge into the aguada at its corners; there
is no evidence of any drain hole or sluice gate penetrating
the north berm wall. In both units Cehpech ceramics
predominate in the upper levels, but Formative wares
associated with the lower levels suggest that both features
were originally Formative constructions.

Ops. 42 sampled the Old Pyramid Group’s pyramid
platform on the west and Op. 43 probed the north side
of the Chac-Na Group’s Proto-Puuc building. Op. 42
produced no recognizable floor surface, but plenty of
Formative ceramic diagnostics associated with unusual
foundation stones set as upright boulders. It seems likely
that the pyramid and it associated platform as well as many
of the house foundations are Formative, though there was
clearly a substantial Late Classic reoccupation. The ChacNa operation (Op. 43) recovered an Early-Middle Classic
Say slateware chultunera buried deep within Level 1
that must have been a dedicatory offering for the nearby
Proto-Puuc building (Figure 3.18). Associated with the
chultunera were a number of Early Classic diagnostics and
a preserved stucco floor below. This stucco floor yielded
pure Formative pottery and strongly suggests that much
of the Chac-Na group was built upon a Formative basal
platform.

Ops. 33 and 34 sampled the platform surface immediately
south of the Xcoch Grotto, an area forming a terminus for
the West Sacbé. These units produced a wide variety of
Formative to Postclassic ceramics, most notably water jar
and incense burner forms, including Early Classic Chac
Polychrome and Postclassic Chichén Itzá and Mayapán
diagnostics. Ops. 36 and 37 sampled the West Sacbé itself
about 50 m west of the Gruta to show that this causeway
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Figure 3.22: Example of Sierra Red.

Figure 3.19: Examples of Chancenote Striated.

Figure 3.23: Example of Dzudzuquil Cream to Buff.

Figure 3.20: Examples of Chunhinta Black.
Figure 3.24: Examples of Kin Orange.
Ceramic Analysis
The 2006, 2009, and 2010 field seasons at Xcoch recovered
53,934 ceramic sherds that were analyzed using the typevariety classification system (e.g., Sabloff 1975), employed
by most Maya ceramists in the Yucatán during the last four
decades. Adapted for the identification and comparison
of analytical units from different sites, this system allows
one to infer cultural relations between different sites of
the Maya area through time (Robles 1990:25; Sabloff
1975:3). Modified type-variety classifications and formal
ceramic analysis employed at Sayil, Chac II, and now
Xcoch are also designed to extract behavioral information
from analyzed pottery using surface collections and
test excavations. In addition to ceramic types, which
can provide the relative age and cultural affiliation, the
ceramics are also classified according to vessel type
which provides vessel form assignments and functional

Figure 3.21: Examples of Joventud Red.
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The presence of early ceramics in many surface units
cannot be a random pattern. The surface survey has
collected 14,067 sherds from 869 3-x-3 m collection units
resulting in an average of 16.2 sherds per collection unit.
As expected, most surface ceramics are of the Cehpech
complex; almost all are Yokat Striated and Muna Slate types
without decoration and there are few fine paste wares (150
sherds or around 1%). This pattern is very unusual given
the fact that the majority of the collections have come from
in and around the central monumental zone of Xcoch,
including the Eastern Elite District and the North Brecha
where there is much monumental architecture. These same
kinds of contexts produced significant quantities (around
5%) of fine paste ceramics in the previous surface surveys
of Sayil and Chac II (Smyth et al. 1995, 1998). Also at
Xcoch, the frequencies of Muna Slate are greater than the
frequencies of Yokat Striated (water jars). At Sayil and
Chac II, and presumably other major Puuc sites, Yokat
Striated comprises more than 60% of all the ceramics
found on the surface. So far, Early Classic and Formative
ceramics at Xcoch are found within 32 different surface
units and, approximately one Formative sherd for every
43 squares. These surface patterns suggested a major
Formative occupation following the 2006 season (Smyth
and Ortegón 2008) and have been absolutely confirmed
by test excavation and radiocarbon dating in 2009 and
2010. Indeed, the surface survey at Sayil produced very
few Formative ceramics within 5,261 squares and at Chac
II there were no Formative sherds from 3,970 collection
units.

Figure 3.25: Example of Yotolin Patterned Burnished.

information on vessel assemblages related to cooking,
serving, and storage activities.

The stratigraphic test pits at Xcoch collected 53,910
sherds many associated with stucco floors, architectural
stratigraphy, and wood charcoal samples. Within upper
level contexts (Late Classic), a total of 46,539 sherds
(86%) were recovered, though a certain percentage
could be an early variety of Yokat Striated recovered
in stratigraphic contexts with polychromes and early
slatewares at Chac II that date to the Early Classic (Smyth
and Ortegón 2006a, 2006b). However, 5,128 Late Classic
sherds came from Chultun 2 (Op. 15) and 5,527 sherds
were from the Gruta Xcoch staircase trench (Op. 41) and
because of considerable mixing of these deposits skew
representative ceramic samples at the site level. Removing
the ceramic totals from Chultun 2 and the cave trench
leaves 3,317 sherds (9%) in the middle levels diagnostic
of the Early-Middle Classic periods. In the lowest levels
3,410 sherds (10%) of which the majority appears to be
Middle Formative were recovered. These data show that
the center of Xcoch had a significant occupation during
Middle Formative, a time when many of the site’s largest
monuments were constructed or at least initiated. In most
test pits clear hiatus zones are seen between the upper and
lower levels indicating a general site abandonment at the
end of the Late Formative. The ceramics also suggest that
site was reoccupied later in the Early Classic. In fact, both
ceramic and architectural data converge to show Formative
occupation at nearly all settlement areas covered by survey
or almost one square kilometer. Excavations at Xcoch
also have been attuned to identify Formative ceramic

In most excavations the ceramics recovered near the
surface are identifiable as typical of the Cehpech ceramic
tradition of the Late-Terminal Classic including Yokat
Striated, Muna Slate, Ticul Thin Slate, Teabo Red, and
Holactún. There are, nevertheless, significant numbers of
Early Classic types including polychromes such as Chac,
Timucuy, and Dos Arroyos within the middle levels. In
almost every test pit, the lower levels produced Formative
diagnostics such as Chancenote Striated (Figure 3.19),
Chunhinta Black (Figure 3.20), Joventud Red (Figure
3.21), Sierra Red (Figure 3.22), Dzudzuquil Cream to Buff
(Figure 3.23), Kin Orange (Figure 3.24), and Muxanal Red
on Cream, among others. Within the Xcoch cave, there are
the remains of at least three large hemispherical vessels
with cylindrical monopod supports and long narrow necks
identified as Yotolin Patterned Burnished (Figure 3.25),
among the earliest ceramics of Yucatán (Brainerd 1958;
Smyth and Ortegón 2008). There is no uniform agreement
on the dating of these ceramics only found near Mani,
Sacalum, Loltún Cave, Aktun Kuruxtun, Tzucacab, and
now Xcoch. It is largely assumed, however, that Yotolin
Patterned Burnished dates to the early Middle Formative
thought some have argued for an Early Formative date
(Brainerd 1958; Folan 1968; cf., Andrews 1990). Its
finding underneath the Cave Pyramid in the middle of
a Formative center is very significant and importantly
suggests that the producers and the consumers of this early
ceramic ware lived nearby.
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diagnostics comparable to Early Nabanché and Late
Nabanché (Xanilá Complex) materials. In addition to
Yotolin Pattern Burnished, long-neck monopod water jars,
like those found in the Xcoch cave (above), other early
diagnostic forms encountered at Xcoch include temocates
(neckless hemispherical jars) and everted, outwardsloping flanged bowls typical of Early Nabanché ceramics
at Komchén on the northern coastal plain. The ceramic
analysis, of course, is a work still in progress.

site was indeed a large Formative Maya center as supported
by the presence of megalithic monumental architecture
and Formative ceramics. Similar finds at other Puuc sites
such as Kiuic, Huntichmul, Paso de Macho, and Xocnaceh
show evidence that sedentary farming communities
were already established in the Puuc region (Bey 2006;
Robles and Andrews 2003). With the possible exception
of Xocnaceh, which may have been a special purpose
center of religious significance, these sites, however, are
not regional centers as some researchers have been argued
for the site of Xtobó in northwest Yucatán (Anderson, this
volume; Anderson et al. 2004); Xcoch may have been a
Formative center for the Puuc Hills of special importance
because it contained one of the three known water-bearing
caves in the region. Other early sites such as Komchen,
Dzibilchaltún (El Mirador Group), and Poxilá to the north,
Xtobó to the northwest; Yaxuná, Acanceh, and Izamal to
the east, Oxkintok and Sihó to the west, and Edzná and
Santa Rosa Xtampak to the southwest imply the existence
of a Formative regional settlement hierarchy across
northern Yucatán that included the Puuc Hills.

Radiocarbon Dating
Twenty-eight wood charcoal samples were submitted
to the National Ocean Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
Facility (NOSAMS) for radiocarbon dating in 2009 and
2010 (Table 3.1). These samples were recovered from Ops.
4-8, 15, 26-27, 32, 35, 36, the South Aguada, the Gondola
Aguada, the East Aguada, the Gruta Xcoch, and La Vaca
Perdida Cave (11 km east). Four samples are modern or
historic and some may be the result of contamination, six
are Colonial, and seventeen samples were Prehispanic.
The most notable were eight Middle Formative dates from
the lower levels of the Grand Platform, Xcoch Plaza, the
Residential Group, the East Pyramid Plaza, and the West
Sacbé, all associated with Middle Formative diagnostic
ceramics. These dates when calibrated clearly show that
much of the central architecture at Xcoch was constructed
between the fifth and eighth centuries B.C. and represent
among the earliest and largest monumental constructions
in northern Yucatán. A Late Archaic to Initial Formative
date came from deep within the Chikin Mul platform (Op.
26). One Late Formative date is from the La Gondola
Aguada. Four Early Classic dates were associated with
the La Gondola Aguada, the South Aguada, Chultun 2
(Op.15), and La Vaca Perdida cave, a time when Xcoch
was being reoccupied after initial abandonment in the
Late Formative. Three Postclassic dates from the Gruta
Xcoch indicate that the cave was still being visiting long
after major site abandonment in the Terminal Classic. No
radiocarbon assays so far date to A.D. 800-1000, a finding
that is consistent with a paucity of certain Terminal Classic
architectural and ceramic diagnostics at the site.

Water is a vital resource in the Puuc region and aguadas
and other hydraulic features for water retention or the lack
thereof may have fundamentally shaped the development
of Maya culture as well as its demise during certain periods
of Maya prehistory (e.g., Dunning et al. 2003; Ford 1988;
Harrison 1993; Scarborough 1993, 1998; Wahl et al.
2007). Xcoch is providing important new environmental
data on climate change, especially rainfall, as a site that
experienced a long occupation and appears to have been a
major Maya center with massive monumental architecture
as early as the Middle Formative and was based upon an
agricultural economy with complex social organization
until the Late Classic. Xcoch is particularly well-suited
to investigate climate change because of its long span of
occupation and because it appears to have experienced
multiple collapses; one in the Late Formative and another
in the Late Classic perhaps brought on, in part, by recurring
cycles of intense drought. The site also had a sophisticated
hydraulic system of water retention including multiple
depression features (aguadas and reservoirs), canal
systems, and chultuns constructed to store vast amounts of
rain water for domestic consumption, irrigation, perhaps
trade, likely in response to reoccurring drought cycles
beginning in the Formative.

Discussion
The beginnings of sedentary farming communities,
complex societies, and early community organization
in the Puuc region are being be addressed by the work
at Xcoch. Multiple data sources are helping identify
patterns of Formative chronology, community structure,
and culture process: indigenous development versus inmigration or some combination thereof. We believe that
there is evidence at Xcoch for in-situ development of key
northern ceramic traditions, but in-migrations of outside
traditions and the people that they represent cannot be
ruled out at this point. Multiple data sources are addressing
Middle Formative community organization for the Puuc
Hills region by documenting contextual information on
architecture and reconstructing the settlement and artifact
landscapes across Xcoch. The survey data indicate that the

Climate change, surface survey, mapping, and excavation
data are providing important insights into human
ecodynamics among the ancient Maya of the Puuc region.
This exploratory research is addressing compelling cultural
issues regarding adaptation to rapid climatic change that
can be potentially traced to climate changes in other world
regions such as the Arctic. This transformational work
engages the global community because it is becoming
increasingly apparent that climate changes have global
culture-environmental impacts. Also, this work brings
to the forefront a tangible example of how tropical and
Arctic climate processes may be interrelated and helps
liberate researchers from nineteenth century regional
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boundary paradigms to contemplate and appreciate the
dynamics of global climate and sociocultural change
past and present. Continued work at Xcoch and the Puuc
region will certainly enhance and advance understanding
of the origins the Maya in northern Yucatán and human
ecodynamics of climate change and past cultural response.
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